
 

Dear client, 
  
Hereby we share with you our latest update about the pumpkin and sunflower market. 
  
If you have any questions or interests regarding our market, information you can contact us through 
our contact details below. Many thanks for your feedback and interest to cooperate with us. 
  
PUMPKIN 
  
Market – China 
  
Since last year, the pumpkin market is out of control. We have seen historical deep bottom prices 
last season and a fast increase during the end of 2016 crop. The market has been influenced by the 
seeding and planting areas for 2017 crop. The facts were not lying, as there was very less pumpkin 
planted. Everybody expected that the quantities for 2017 should end up much lower. It made the 
market nervous and the export increased extremely. Everybody wanted their cheap pumpkin seeds 
before the ‘’summer sale’’ was over.  

  
The last month learned us that the yield of the crop is much better than expected. By that moment, 
the expected quantity difference was not so big anymore. Of course, a lot of people imported big 
quantities when the prices started to increase, but there was still a good quantity available in the 
market. Because of the low prices during the 2016 season a lot of people bought only the quantities 
they need on nearby shipments. Now it seems there is still a big volume available of the 2016 crop. 
Especially of the shine skin. If we add the better yields of 2017 crop to the high stocks that are still in 
the market of crop 2016, we see the market drop again. That is the result of the decrease of last 
week.  
  

Another important fact is that a lot of processors have lost money last season, because the market 
has almost only decreased. Some of them even went bankrupt. The processors who survived are 
very short on their funding’s right now because of the loss of last season. This makes they are not 
willing or even able to take risk by collecting raw material. Normally in this time of the season (the 
start) it’s like the processors are robbing the raw material from the farmers. Now it’s still, too still. 
Even the big well-known processors with a healthy cash flow are waiting in this situation. They only 
collect what they need for their sales. Not more and not less.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 



 
 
Price reference 
  
Because of the fluctuations on the prices the market seems to be confused. Especially in the spot 
market as locally, traders are seeking for a right price direction. In origin the availability of all 
products is good of course at the beginning of the new crop. We feel the market is very full with the 
shine skin and therefore we see a bigger decrease on this grade. Today we see the market around 
USD 3150 FOB for new crop GWS AA. We indicate GWS A around USD 2900 FOB and shine Skin A at 
USD 2300-2400 for 2017 crop.  
  
Advice and expectations. 
  
We expect a further decrease for the coming weeks. The market is nervous and local processor are 
not willing or able to take risk by taking stocks. In the past we have seen that suddenly powerful 
processors can start collecting big quantities of raw material for storage. This can break open the 
market and makes the prices increase again. So far we see no leads for this, but it’s something we 
should keep in mind. Right now we advise to cover only the nearby shipments so ensure material till 
the end of the year. Please be aware that it’s very important to follow the market closely as its 
nervous and instable. Keep in touch with your import contacts. 
  
  

Local stocks // Offers Chinese pumpkin 

GWS grade AA crop 2016 at USD 3295 FCA Holland 

  

Shine Skin A heat-treated crop 2016 at USD 2465 FCA Holland 

  
  
PUMPKIN 
  
Market – East Europe 
  
In May Ukraine got  a few very cold days even with some snow and frost at night which influenced 
crop quantity a lot.  Shine skin crop is about 3 times less than last year. About 30% of harvest was 
killed. In summer Ukraine got about 10 days with temperature above 40 degrees Celsius what made 
about 30% of seeds to be empty. That means about 30% of raw material which the processor will 
buy cannot be used. That has a big  influences on the price. 
  
At the end of last week farmers started to get exact queries for pumpkin quantities (it was not done 
earlier because crop was not yet collected. Nobody gave them exact queries with quantities; they 
just had some rumors about possible price but no one made exact actions. Nobody also checked the 
price from nearby regions because they had no exact and specific requests. Their first price 
indications where about USD 2600 up to 3000 ex works. By the end of last week real purchase 
started and farmers checked the crops and increased the price because crop is small and they see 



good demands. By that moment the price raised extremely with approx. another USD 500 m/t. 
Today we see very high prices especially compared with Chinese origin.  
  
  
SUNFLOWER 
  
Market – East Europe 
The weather forecast remains the same, with warm and average temperatures. There are no big 
changes in the market compared with the last crop. It’s a very stable market with a good crop 
availability. Today we can indicate the market for bakery kernels at Euro 600 ex works basis. The 
market for chips seems difficult as we are at the beginning of the new crop. Chips are rare and quite 
expensive. We expect this will change within a few weeks. A processor needs to hull approximately 
10 trucks with bakery kernels to get one truck with bakery chips.  
  
Kindest regards, 
Paul, Nurcan, and Mark 
Trade department 
  
Aldebaran Commodities B.V.  
Rotterdam | The Netherlands 
  
Direct +31-107620510 (Paul)  
Direct +31-107620514 (Nurcan)  
Direct +31-107620515 (Mark)  
 

 


